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Introduction

This book shares my experience of teaching undergraduate and graduate students in political science and public policy how to plot findings to guide decision-making in scientific and professional settings. At both levels of education, I found students with different backgrounds in quantitative tools. To my surprise, younger generations of undergrads, which master many technological gadgets, are having a hard time dealing with analytics, and have no basic understanding of how to encode information obtained into a visual. At graduate level, on the other hand, it seems easier to teach these contents as they relate analytics to problems they have been facing. That required that I developed a particular teaching approach for not leaving anybody behind, while keeping my class interesting, so the reader should expect detailed explanations in this book.

My courses emphasize three different skills: data pre-processing (collecting and organizing), data analysis (modeling and inferencing), and producing information (visualizing and publishing). This book focuses on the last stage, and all its related procedures. In a previous work, I covered the first skill (Magallanes Reyes, 2017), which is arguably the most time-consuming; but finding a way to produce insight once the second stage is done (analysis) is an art difficult to transfer, and even more so if the tools are difficult to learn (or to buy).

However, I think that it is not the lack of visualization tools that causes trouble; it is the opposite, there is an incredible amount of methods of producing graphics that might confuse social and policy science scholars during their first steps in data science. I plan to give a step-by-step approach to the basics of producing information visually, a crucial element in today’s complex society.

To be honest, I thought that writing this book would not be a difficult task, but it has taken too long to produce as it was done during the COVID-19
pandemic and, like most you, my life habits changed in many ways. But even though my work took longer than expected, I also had the chance to confirm how valuable it is to have simple plans available to help decision-making, while explaining why a decision had to be made.

Keeping that in mind, I decided to prepare a book that will not contain beautiful visuals that are difficult to interpret, but a collection of plots familiar enough to most people, but with a lot of explanations on how to make plots most audiences can understand. I will do my best to avoid offering too many choices of plots in each case; but in general, I will produce a simple plot and expand on it as long as the extra detail will not distract the reader.

1.1 Some Assumptions

This book assumes you want to learn to produce the best possible visuals. So, I assume you are already producing plots, but you are not sure if your choices are the right ones. I also assume you do not know if Python is better than R or vice versa, so I offer you both versions; however, every visual you see in the book is made using R and I just offer a Python code that will produce the same result as R.

I also assume that you believe that using the grammar of graphics that R uses via the package ggplot (Wickham, 2016) is a well-documented option; thus, every R plot will be made using that approach and I will avoid using a different one; this will put me in trouble with Python as many great libraries do not follow that same coding approach; this will not be solved easily, so several times you will not be able to see the same coding approach.

A strong assumption is that you know some basic R or Python. I will not use complex operations at all in R, but you might find some Python code that is not easy to get understand just by reading it (so pay attention to the explanations I will give). I also assume you know how to install libraries or packages in R and Python.

Finally, I have not produced interactive plots, because I assume that if you can prepare a static plot, you can take an extra step and make it interactive. After assuming so many things, I was surprised by the amount of pages this book contains.

Why R or Python? This book will use R and Python to teach you how to prepare an informative visualization. The selection does not mean that you should avoid visualization tools that require no coding, it just means that if you have done pre-processing and modeling in those languages, you can still use
them to communicate your results or findings. I am also using them because the market requests skills in both languages for the non computer scientist. If it were not for R or Python, data science would not have invaded the territory of social science. I can not imagine social science programs or government schools teaching JAVA or C++.

Python and R are also attractive as they are well documented, with lots of applications in different areas of knowledge, active communities in the web sharing code and examples; and, of course, you can use R and Python free of charge. Some other details follow:

- **R** is a high-level programming language. That is, its creators have tried to abstract it, so that some commands are in English. This means that there are low level languages that *talk* to the computer in a language closer to what a computer understands (far from direct human understanding). Because it is free-of-charge and open-source, it has allowed many scholars not only to carry out data analysis, but also to contribute to R itself with very specific functionalities, so that R now has support for almost any kind of quantitative technique. It has been said that R represents a slow learning curve at the beginning, but I found that working with R is just different, not harder. However, that depends on the coding style the user develops (messy codes are difficult to follow in any programming language). This book emphasizes a basic coding style and habits to make R instantaneously reachable.

- **Python**, is an all-purpose programming language with many more features for computational work than R, but, for the goals of this book, I will not make that difference clear for the reader. I can only say that you can not build sophisticated information systems with R, but for sure you can with Python. Python, as well as R, has a very active community of users and developers, and you can practically write any question about Python in your browser and find several answers. After reading this book you can try that, just keep in mind that those who reply are often advanced users who may use jargon that a novice user may not understand.

As for speed, regular users may not find a difference between Python and R. If you find that computing results is taking too much time, writing a better code can improve the speed, but advanced programming techniques require more preparation, and the code may become difficult to read. This book will not turn you into an advanced programmer; it will turn you into an effective user of both languages in order to deal with situations similar to the examples. It may be that your code is very good, so take into consideration that other factors also affect speed, such as the size and contents of the file, your hardware (laptop,
tablet, etc.), your internet provider, your operating system version, the memory available, and so on. For the examples in this book, speed will not be an issue.

1.2 R and Python Environments

There are several ways you can use R or Python, but I have used these environments:

- Anaconda for Python.
- RStudio for R.

The code I use in the book is independent of what environment you use. Anaconda is a free Python distribution, which includes the most popular Python packages needed in this book for data analysis. That is, it is almost ready to be used without much downloading. Nevertheless, Anaconda has a simple way of adding packages that are not included. I will let you know when a package is needed. RStudio is also a coding environment that makes the R experience easier and more versatile. However, RStudio does not include R, so you will need to install R first. RStudio is also free-of-charge.

Both RStudio and Anaconda offer business options, which are not free. These options are needed to deploy large-scale applications. Not everything is free in the data analytics business, but the free versions are enough for all applications you need for academic and professional work.

However, they both have a way to help you install and use external programs called packages/modules/libraries (I will use them interchangeably). These are very useful when you need to carry out complicated tasks that need some large code, as it is likely that someone has created a package that does what you need. You do not need to know every package available, but progressively you will become familiar with packages that will save you lots of coding time.

I use RStudio because it gives me a nice interface to install any package I need. You can use the command `install.packages()` but I prefer using the RStudio window for that, as shown in Figure 1.1.

Anaconda has a window to help you install packages, as shown in Figure 1.2.

RStudio might not interact with you during installation, but Anaconda may request your permission after the four steps in Figure 1.2. In general, another window will pop up telling you what other changes will be done to proceed with the installation. While RStudio will show you “almost” every available package, Anaconda may miss several packages in the menu.
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Figure 1.1 RStudio menu for installing packages

shown in Figure 1.2, in that situation you should first request the terminal, as shown in Figure 1.3.

Notice that in Figure 1.2 you can have the option to have “Environments”. There, I have created an environment where I will install all the libraries needed for this book. In Figure 1.3 I am using my “bookVisualDS” environment, and I decided to “Open Terminal” because I need to install a library not available in Anaconda. In Figure 1.4 you can see the terminal, where you can type the commands needed to install other libraries (pip install, in this case). Notice that the installation will be done in the “bookVisualDS” environment. I highly recommend you create an environment for this book, and, if you do so, request Python 3.7 or above. After the terminal window appears, you can install a package using the command `pip install` plus the name of the package to install. I show you that in Figure 1.4.

The command `pip` is a familiar alternative, but there are more options for installing, like `conda install`. Every package recommends a particular procedure for this, and you should follow that advice.
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Figure 1.2 Anaconda menu for installing packages

Figure 1.3 Calling the terminal from Anaconda
The call is done from an environment named bookVisualDS.

1.3 The Rest of the Book

This book is organized into three parts. The first part includes two chapters. The first, chapter one, is a review on data nature, and how the identification
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1.4 How to Read This Book

In this book, each section depends on something previously said; so, I recommend you read it from beginning to end because in each chapter I am assuming you read the previous chapter. Therefore, I may not explain why I do something if I have explained it before. Of course, if you know most of the material covered, you are most welcome to visit the chapter or section you believe you need, while skipping previous material. I tried to include references to previous sections as needed.

This book has been conceived for students, professors and professionals of social and policy sciences at all levels. It can be used for self-learning, and to complement any quantitative analysis course.

All the book codes and data are stored in repositories in GitHub, which I will make available upon request to my email address: jmagallanes@pucp.edu.pe or magajm@uw.edu.
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